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Nextracker, a Flex company, is a leading energy solutions company – delivering the most  
intelligent, reliable and productive solar technology for future generations. Nextracker is a 
leader in the renewable energy transition, providing critical yield-enhancing photovoltaic 
system technology, expertise and strategic services to capture the full value and efficiency of 
solar plants. Nextracker develops industry-leading software, such as TrueCapture and our NX 
Navigator control and monitoring platform, enabling power plant owners to get the most out of 
their assets. 

In addition to powering plants that produce over 50 GW of clean energy every year, Nextracker aspires to 
become the most sustainable solar tracking company in the world. To date, we have taken the following 
measures to reduce our environmental footprint: 

Our independent row tracker technology allows for less disturbance of the natural terrain and 
environment with above-ground zigby wireless. Our smart panels allow for the tracking system 
to be powered by solar energy and reduce energy use of the plants themselves. Our terrain  
following technology also reduces environmental impact by leaving the natural terrain of a 
plant site largely untouched during the installation process.  

We offset 700 kW of the energy we consume at our global headquarters through our Center of 
Solar Excellence in Fremont, CA.   

Additionally, Nextracker is working towards 100% of our packaging to be converted to being 
sourced from sustainable sources and we have reduced our overall packaging density by 10%. 

Nextracker is committed not only to providing innovative trackers but also to being ethical partners and 
enriching the communities where we operate. To that end, we have joined the Solar Energy Industries 
Association (SEIA) and 175 solar manufacturers to sign the Solar Industry Forced Labor Prevention Pledge 
and remain committed to the industry-wide effort to oppose the use of forced labor in our supply chain. 
To further these efforts, we also plan to enter into a process of responsible procurement strategy which 
we plan to have in place by the end of the year. 

We are proud to have been recognized by Cleanie Awards® as mid-size company of the year. In addition, 
we were named a Silver Winner of the Edison Award for NX Gemini™, our two-module-in-portrait (2P)  
horizontal single-axis solar tracker.
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